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Nether Blood Sea.

Holy Ground Land.

In Wu Dao's original body's Yuan Wu World, three thousand Great Daos crisscrossed, traversing

heaven and earth, supporting a world. Yin and Yang separated, giving birth to all things.

Yuan Wu World.

It had evolved to the extreme, no different from the three thousand worlds he was in.

However, it was much more immature. After all, it had just been born and perfected.

As for the real three thousand worlds, it had evolved for countless years to grow to its current scale.

In Yuan Wu World.

With a thought, Wu Dao's original body could evolve mountains, rivers, flowers, and trees.

Even all living things!

When cultivating to this realm, although Wu Dao's original body had not reached Dao Integration, it

had still reached the level of eternal life!

As long as Yuan Wu World was not destroyed, he would not die!

Wu Dao's original body speculated that his current combat strength was not weaker than a Saint's.

If Yuan Wu World continued to grow, perhaps one day, it would reach the level of three thousand

worlds.

However, the birth of Yuan Wu World was much later than the three thousand worlds.

After a long period of time, no matter how it evolved, Yuan Wu World could not catch up to the three

thousand worlds.

The strength of Wu Dao's original body could not be compared to the six Taishi Primordial Spirits

that were born at the beginning of the three thousand worlds.

Wu Dao's original body pondered for a long time in the Holy Ground Land, but he still could not find

a way to solve it.

When Qinglian's original body obtained the Black Lotus of Destruction and transformed into the

Chaotic Sacred Body, a long memory belonging to Chaotic Qinglian also poured into his mind.

With the help of Chaotic Qinglian's memories, he seemed to have experienced the evolution and

transformation of the three thousand worlds.

From nothing to something, one to two, two to three, three to all things …

He saw Chaotic Qinglian refining the Universe Creation Diagram and evolving the three thousand

worlds. It seemed to want to deduce something, but in the end, it failed.

He even felt a trace of regret in Chaotic Qinglian.

What was Chaotic Qinglian feeling regretful about?

This might be the key to breaking the situation!

The Universe Creation Diagram was born from the three thousand worlds. It could only follow the

evolution of the three thousand worlds and could not be reversed.

The birth of Yuan Wu World was an anomaly. It jumped out of the three realms and was not in the

five elements!

A thought flashed through the mind of Wu Dao's original body.

In other words, the evolution of the Origin Martial World could break free from the shackles and

rules of the three thousand worlds!

"If the Yuanwu World evolves normally and is unable to catch up with the Three Thousand Worlds,

perhaps I can try to reverse the process!"

A crazy idea suddenly appeared in the mind of Wu Dao's main body.

After his Wu Dao was perfected in the World of Yuanwu, the World of Yuanwu had become more

and more powerful.

He had already reached the end.

Now, he was going to push back Wu Dao!

Pushing in the opposite direction did not mean going backwards.

Instead, with the Yuanwu World at the end of Wu Dao as the starting point, he traced back to the

origin of the universe!

His Yuanwu World had not evolved naturally. Instead, it had been formed by his comprehension of

the three thousand Great Daos, fusing them into it, and perfecting it.

Since that was the case, perhaps he could try to reverse engineer the Yuan Wu world, trace back to

the beginning of the universe's evolution, and search for the most ancient power!

This path would be filled with death.

Even Wu Dao himself wasn't sure if he could continue walking.

This was because if he wanted to reverse engineer Wu Dao, the first step was to destroy all three

thousand Great Daos in the Yuanwu world!

He was Yuanwu World, and Yuanwu World was him.

If all three thousand Great Daos were destroyed, an incomparably terrifying power would erupt!

Whether Yuanwu World could withstand it, what it would become in the end, whether he could still

survive, no one knew.

Once he took this step, Wu Dao's main body would have no way out!

There were only two results, life or death!

A hint of determination flashed in the eyes of Wu Dao's main body. With a thought, the three

thousand Great Daos that crisscrossed in the Yuanwu world were all destroyed!

Boom!

The three thousand Great Daos were destroyed, erupting with an unparalleled power. A huge ball of

light bloomed, dazzling and resplendent, instantly swallowing the entire Holy Ground. The huge

wave of air even spread to the Nether Blood Sea!

This sea of blood condensed from the blood of a saint set off stormy waves and evaporated in the

blink of an eye!

Countless auras and corpses were all sucked into that ball of light!

Wu Dao's main body's physical body and bloodline also turned into nothingness in an instant.

The entire medium-class world shook violently, and all the races were shocked!

If not for the Holy Ground and the Nether Blood Sea blocking it, that terrifying power just now could

even pierce through the medium-class world!

After the huge explosion, the void gradually returned to calm.

After an unknown period of time.

The light in the void gradually dimmed.

A ball of chaos qi floated in the sky above the Holy Ground. It spun continuously, forming a huge

vortex that grew larger and larger!

In the center of the chaos vortex, there was a remnant wisp of life consciousness.

As the chaos vortex grew larger, the wisp of life consciousness gradually stabilized.

Gradually, Wu Dao's main body appeared again. He was in the chaos, wearing a purple robe. He

looked around and the confusion in his eyes gradually faded. Two balls of purple flames burned in

his eyes!

The Yuanwu world had evolved in reverse and had already become a vast chaotic universe that

was separated by heaven and earth!

The Chaosverse seemed small, but every speck of dust within it could transform into a world of its

own.

As the two balls of purple flames rose in the eyes of Wu Dao's main body, light and darkness

appeared in the chaos.

The natural evolution of the chaotic universe was the first to condense the Great Dao of Yin and

Great Dao of Yang!

Immediately after, Yin and Yang intertwined and formed the five elements.

The Great Dao of Metal, Great Dao of Wood, Water, Fire and Earth were born as well.

Wu Dao's main body was in the chaotic universe, but it was as though he was uninvolved. He

looked down at the evolution of the chaotic universe from above and a strange feeling rose in his

heart.

With a single thought, the Great Dao of Yin and Great Dao of Yang gained consciousness.

Two lifeforms were born in the chaos. They were Illumination and Nether Glow!

Wu Dao's main body looked at the Great Dao of the five elements.

Five lifeforms were born from the Great Dao of the five elements. A palm-sized, snow-white tiger

with a murderous aura glared at Wu Dao's main body and bared its fangs with a fierce expression.

A divine dragon that was as thick as an arm and covered in green scales swam in the chaos.

A black tortoise walked slowly towards Wu Dao's main body in an extremely clumsy manner.

A small fiery red sparrow flapped its wings and jumped, trying its best to fly.

A strange beast was pitch-black and looked like a charcoal ball. It didn't look like anything, except

for a pair of bright eyes that stared curiously at Wu Dao's main body.

Wu Dao's main body sat casually on a rock. Looking at this scene, he couldn't help but laugh.

The legendary Sacred Lords were just as immature when they were born.

At this moment, the rock he was sitting on shook, and a wisp of life fluctuation came from it!

Wu Dao's main body subconsciously stood up.

Crack!

There was a crisp sound.

The rock cracked open, and a little fellow with a sharp mouth and monkey cheeks drilled out. Its

eyes darted around, and when it saw Wu Dao's main body, it chirped non-stop as if it was saying

something.

Wu Dao's main body chuckled and said, "It's also your fortune."

As soon as he said that, another Great Dao was born!

The Great Dao of Creation!

(End of chapter)
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